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End-to-End Application Design

A

t Ovation, I had the
opportunity to design
not one but two applications from scratch concurrently. In order to maintain
human-centeredness, I did
many interviews and visited
genetic testing and academic labs in order to move past
a simple list of requirements
to the real needs and frustrations of my target population. Testing many prototypes
of varying levels of fidelity
helped me arrive at results
that functioned well and had
a visual uniqueness. No one
expected what we put into
the market for either product,
and the designs put Ovation
as a company on the map.
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End-to-End Case Study: A Tale of Two Portals

W

ithout a doubt, creating an application from thin air provides a level of creative satisfaction most designers crave. However, in my experience a UX designer’s work more
often starts with either an existing product or midstream into a project. The designer
has to navigate both necessary tactical work while simultaneously executing on research and strategy, which is often very challenging. Starting at the end of 2021, I began working with the group at
Liberty Mutual responsible for two separate, individually branded portals for insurance agents. The
project entailed supporting a portal that was a bit farther along (Safeco personal lines) while porting
a decades old Liberty Mutual branded business lines portal onto a new platform. The priorities were
feature parity from the old portal to the new one for the Liberty Mutual work, as well as parity between the Safeco portal and the Liberty Mutual portal.
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End-to-End Case Study: A Tale of Two Portals

I

started came up with a list of deliverables for the
strategic work and recruited allies from throughout
the organization who could take ownership over the
project based on this deliverables list. The first task was
a thorough, weeks long effort to recruit independent
agents to participate and interview them in one hour
sessions. I personally transcribed all of these interviews.
I asked UX teammates to read these transcripts with
me and highlight relevant or interesting sections. I then
used Mural to create “stickies” of each of these highlights
and map affinities between all of them, which revealed
patterns in the agents’ experiences and thinking. I wrote
a report of this work which I shared with our allies, and
included a customer journey map as an appendix.
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End-to-End Case Study: A Tale of Two Portals

T

he last part of the most preparatory strategy work was
the most challenging at the
most gratifying. Eschewing the
more common persona-based user
stories, I opted for the Jobs To Be
Done [JTBD] framework for identifying problems agents wanted to
solve. I drew on the affinity maps
as well as existing funtionality in
both portals to write these JTBD
statements. Then, for each of these
I created a service blueprint, showing how agents “hire” us to get these
jobs done now. This showed how
hard or costly it was to perform any
given job, and provide the basis for
prioitizing what problem we wanted
to conquer. Subsequently we could
write a new blueprint for a reimagined way to solve the problem
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M

End-to-End Case Study: A Tale of Two Portals

eanwhile
work
had to
move forward to
shift the old Liberty Mutual portal to
the new platform.
The team building the new portal
needed straightforward redesigns of
existing UI components, as well as
more difficult paradigmatic guidance of the portal in general. With
strategy work still in process and only needing to get the portal to
a baseline state, I had to lean on existing patterns in the companion Safeco portal and in other Liberty Mutual properties, previously performed research, and feature requests handed down from the
business and engineering staffs. I went through several rounds of
prototyping that I tested internally, starting with a multi-layer low
resolution paper prototype, to a high resolution clickable prototype
designed in Figma, to finally a fully interactive programmed prototype I coded myself in React and hosted in the cloud.
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End-to-End Case Study: A Tale of Two Portals

A

s a result of this work we now have two portals at
about the same level of maturity, so new features
(when appropriate) can be built and launched in
both at the same time. And rather than just have an analytics suite that measures everything (and therefore nothing), future analytics will target specific problems we have
identified as priorities, and as we seek to address these
problems with new or redesigned features we will know if
we’re succeeding. Most importantly, we’re working toward
a shared sense across business, engineering, and design
based of problems we want to solve collaboratively: a clear
flag in the sand we can all move toward.
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Full-Stack Application Development

M

y first professional job in a startup was as the
head of product for an ed-tech company called
EdTrips. I designed and built the first version
of our product myself in Ruby on Rails with a substantial
amount of Javascript mixed in for the front end.

M

y current hobby is Spofford Arts & Industry, an
application to help small producers (workshops,
studios, and artisans) manage their projects and
operations. The application relies on an Elixir/Phoenix
back end, a React front end, D3.js, and graphQL.
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Responsive Web and Mobile Design

F

or the past ten
years, I’ve designed
every publicly facing marketing site as a
responsive website with
mobile and table viewing possible. This is true
even for things I’ve done
for fun or for innovation work (see right). I’ve
found that the key to really easy responsive design
is to put in the work up
front on a basic, extensible, atomic design system.
Things just rearrange like
building blocks on the
screen when screen width
is changed.
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Journey Mapping

I

supported a set of teams tasked with building a system that would make the process for
developing and supporting insurance products 100% digital. The process touches many
different personae at some point, who together had to complete a knowable series of
tasks. I mapped this process by using different colors for each persona and a subway map
scheme to lay it all out. The process helped to identify points of friction and jobs to be done.
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Journey Mapping

M

arketing flows and
their relationship
with user experience and product design have
always fascinated me. After
all, we often consider a single
conversion funnel, shared by
marketing efforts and product success. In this journey
diagram I blended marketing
and sales metrics with the experiences from two different
products, and indicated the
different personae that engaged with the journey along
its entirety.
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Accessibility

I

am a strong believer that putting in
the effort to make accessible code
results in....great code, all questions
of accessibility aside. Furthermore, I
think great design begets good coding
practice and compliance with even the
most difficult to achieve accessibility
rules. Thankfully, aligning with these
requirements is far easier than many
people think (and as a result neglect accessibility). To demonstrate this, I wrote
an entire design system (see pages on
responsiveness and design systems and
branding) and made it as fully accessibility compliant as one could hope for
entirely though automated testing. I
learned an enormous amount, specifically that if you get the basics right (e.g.,
assigning roles) you’re pretty far along
already. I wrote an article about this and
shared it among the entire Liberty Mutual UX department.
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Design Systems and Digital Branding

F

or Ovation, I created a
styleguide complete with
colors, typefaces, padding
and margin rules, and guidelines
for media use. I also provided
guidance for standard interface
components like inputs and buttons. Thanks to my substantial
experience with CSS, I wrote a
complete primary stylesheet to
be included in every application
instance to make life easier for
the developers. This led to less
development time and greater
consistency across all the interfaces that users saw, regardless of
application, homepage location,
sales documentation, or even
conference materials and brand
presence.
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Design Systems and Digital Branding

A

project I pursued involved building a fake application that I could use to show designers how to use automation in their practice. I created an entire design system
with each element built in React for the project, based on the principles of atomic
design. I instructed how to automate accessibility testing in the system’s test suite.
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Design Systems and Digital Branding

W

e didn’t have anyone to run
marketing while I was at Ovation. Furthermore, I believe
that design should should work closely with
marketing on a shared vision of the funnel
customers progress through. So I did all of
our marketing and branding work. This
meant I designed logos and other digital
assets, but also emails and sales brochures. I
wrote all of our blogs, ebooks, and whitepapers, and managed our Hubspot account.
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Design Systems and Digital Branding

F

or conferences, I designed a conference
booth in the design
program SketchUp, complete
with layout and the design of
the backdrop. A branded and
professional presence resulted
thanks to these components I
designed and had built.
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Interactivity

D

T

istilling the features and benefits
of an extremely complex product on the Ovation homepage
demanded a variety of tools. The homepage included this interactive animation
that relied exclusively on web-friendly
technologies, primarily the core capabilities of HTML5. The animated platform
graphic gave a complete picture of all the
components that came together for the
Ovation for researchers product and the
flow of data within it.

he groundbreaking interactive experience called Shadowbox compared
a set of coordinates created through
click actions by a test taker with a master set
of coordinates created by an expert. In addition to the coordinates, the set of answers
also included the time when the click action
occurred. The answers displayed after the
playback on a simple timeline and included
comments from the experts and hotspots on
the video.
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Writing and Teaching

D

esign thinking has tremendous potential in
arenas beyond software,
furniture, interiors, building, or
landscapes. I believe public policy
making could benefit enormously from the application of design
thinking. Many others feel this
way too, especially in Denmark. I
have written extensively on a topic I call “Human-Centered Government”. This work has received
thousands of readers and earned
showcase spots in a notable online
design publication.
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Writing and Teaching

F

ew things bring me as much joy as teaching design to non-designers. Co-design is not just
a buzzword for me. It’s a way of thinking and working. Great co-design benefits from upfront work, mostly to empower non-designers to take on problems the way designers do.
I’ve led several workshops for engineers, beginning designers, and even at a dinner party peopled
by normal consumers. Resources from Stanford’s d.school are always helpful.
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